Think about the books that you have read. Which character do you think displays the greatest amount of empathy?

Jack Will - 'Wonder'

How does your character show empathy?

He helps August settle in to his new school, ignoring the fact of his illness.

How did your character's actions affect others?

Jack Will helped August, and this was one of the reasons why Julian was sorry about being rude to August.

Write a 6 sentence paragraph, persuading your teacher that the character you have chosen deserves to win THE EMPATHYS.

Personally, I feel that Jack Will should win the empathy award. I am of this opinion because Jack has shown an incredible amount of kindness, understanding and hospitality, especially to a person with an illness that no one was ready to be with. He has been big-hearted and friendly, has understood how August has been treated and has made others realised that empathy is the key to the satisfaction of people. Without a doubt, he is a role model to everyone, whoever they are. In the book, Jack Will has given an amazing example of empathy to another child with a condition. Why wouldn't you choose Jack?